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77 industry-specific 
disclosure standards

Used by companies 
and investors globally

SASB connects businesses 
and investors on the financial
impacts of sustainability

The Sustainability Accounting Standards Board
Non-profit standards-setting organization for financially material ESG information
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The SASB Difference
SASB standards are created for the market, by the market

Decision-Useful

Cost-Effective

Financially Material

Industry-Specific

Evidence-Based

Market-Informed
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Increasing Corporate Use of the Standards
Tremendous growth in both references and reporters

Updated as of November 2020 

SASB References –
137% Growth YTD 2020

• 497 SASB reporters YTD 2020

• 117 SASB reporters in 2019

SASB Reporters –
324% Growth YTD  2020

Updated as of November 2020

Growth in SASB References by regionSASB References 
YTD 2020

International
51%

U.S.
49%
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Growth in Reporters and References to SASB by Companies in APAC Region
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The paper provides:

• A shared vision for how these existing 
standards and frameworks can serve as a 
basis for a coherent and comprehensive 
corporate reporting system

• A joint commitment to drive toward this goal 
through an ongoing program of deeper 
collaboration between the institutions

• Joint market guidance on how these 
frameworks and standards can be applied in 
a complementary and additive way 

The paper builds on the work of the Better 
Alignment Project, which was coordinated by 
the Corporate Reporting Dialogue

The paper is a significant 
step forward toward 
developing a common 
language, common visuals, 
and common vision for the 
future of the sustainability 
disclosure field.

https://impactmanagementproject.com/structured-network/statement-of-intent-to-work-together-towards-
comprehensive-corporate-reporting/

Joint Statement on Comprehensive Corporate Reporting
Common vision for the future of the sustainability disclosure field
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Joint Statement of Intent: Sustainability disclosure serves many purposes and multiple users

Dynamic 
materiality: 
sustainability 
topics can move –
either gradually or 
very quickly

* Including assumptions and cash flow projections

To various users with various objectives 
who want to understand the enterprise’s 
positive and negative contributions to 
sustainable development

Specifically to the sub-set of those users 
whose primary objective is to improve 
economic decisions

Reporting on the sub-set of 
sustainability topics that are material 
for enterprise value creation

Reporting on matters that reflect the organisation’s 
significant impacts on the economy, environment 
and people

Reporting that is already 
reflected in the financial 
accounts*
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Joint Statement of Intent: Complementary standards address distinct materiality concepts

Notes
* Including assumptions and cash flow projections
** <IR> Framework focuses on comprehensive value
creation of organisations over time, which includes the 6 
capitals (financial, manufactured, intellectual, human, social 
and relationship and natural)
*** Reflects the scope of the CDP survey, insofar as it
functions de facto as a disclosure standard for climate, water 
and forestry, as well as the scope of CDP’s data platform

Reporting that 
is already 
reflected in the 
financial 
accounts*

Structural connectivity of standards enables preparers:

• to engage with consistent sustainability disclosure 
measures to reduce burden and confusion 

• to connect sustainability information with 
information in the financial accounts

IASB, FASB

SASB, CDSB                     
GRI

IIRC

CDP**

SASB, CDSB and IIRC 
filter the relevant sub-
set of GRI/CDP topics

Reporting on the sub-set of 
sustainability topics that are 
material for enterprise value 
creation

Reporting on matters that reflect the organisation’s 
significant impacts on the economy, environment 
and people



The <IR> Framework and SASB Standards  
Complementary tools for investor-focused communications

• Complementary philosophies
• Both IIRC and SASB are focused on a target 

audience of providers of financial capital and on 
long-term enterprise value creation

• Complementary ‘products’
• The IIRC has a framework (principles-based 

guidance reporting structure and content) and 
SASB has Standards (detailed requirements for 
what to report)

• Complementary networks 
• SASB has a strong network of investor 

supporters, whereas the IIRC has a stronger 
business network

• Complementary geographic scope
• Integrated reporting has strong international 

recognition whereas SASB is strong in the US

• The <IR> Framework drives ‘integrated thinking’ and effective governance 
across financial, manufactured, intellectual, social and relationship, 
human, and natural capitals to support effective communication of long-
term value creation

• The SASB Standards identify the subset of environmental, social, and 
governance issues most relevant to financial performance in each of 77 
industries

• The <IR> Framework provides principles-based guidance for reporting 
structure and content, while SASB provides specific metrics to help 
understand non-financial risks and opportunities in greater detail

• When used together, integrated reporting creates the connectivity needed 
to understand the relationship between non-financial and financial 
performance, while SASB Standards enable the comparability and 
accountability needed to accurately assess the effectiveness of a 
company’s governance, strategic planning, and risk management
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GRI – SASB Collaboration Continues: Progress Update
Goal is to make it less complex for companies to use both GRI and SASB standards 

ANNOUCE
INTENT TO 

COLLABORATE

Previewed at April IIRC 
Council Meeting
Press release issued July 
2020

DEMONSTRATE
HOW STANDARDS CAN 
BE USED TOGETHER

Survey & 
Interview on 
using both 
standards

Technical 
Illustration 
Report

Completed 
October, 
2020

Dec, 20 or 
Jan, 21

COMMIT 
TO ACHIEVE

“INTER-OPERABILITY”

Develop approach in 2021

Approaches to be 
evaluated:
• Common taxonomy
• Common metrics
• Collaborative standard-

setting
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Investor Support: Ongoing Investor Surveys Show Support for SASB
Growing number of Investor Statements and other References to SASB across Markets

2 DECEMBER, 202011 © SASB

Source: Morrow Sodali 2020 Institutional Investor Survey of 40+ institutional investors 
with $26 trillion in assets

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION 
OF RESPONDENTS

Q: In the context of facilitating research on a company’s 
ESG performance and approach, what frameworks 
would you recommend that companies focus on to best 
communicate their ESG information? 

Source: Responsible Investment Association Canada 2020 Canadian RI 
Trends Report

https://morrowsodali.com/insights/institutional-investor-survey-2020


Thank you.
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Investor Use: Rapidly Growing Support from International Investors
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Investor Supporters
# of SASB Alliance/Investor Advisory Group Members and Licensees

# of Countries 
Represented 9 146 20

Updated YTD October 2020

175 firms 
in 

20 countries 
with 

$58T AUM
are members 

of SASB’s 
Alliance

and/or license 
SASB IP
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Investor Support: investor statements and policy guidelines call for SASB 
disclosure
E.G., recent statements from Canada’s “Maple 8” and the UK Treasury Asset Management Task Force on 
Stewardship 
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“The Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB) and Taskforce for Climate Related Financial Disclosures 
(TCFD) already have a significant amount of traction with global investors and companies and are the basis on 
which many investors are developing their ESG integration processes. Both these standards are embedded in 
principles of materiality and strong governance, where the emphasis is on the company to identify the impact of 
material environmental, social and governance risks on their business model and strategy, and how these feature 
in their risk management, oversight and capital allocation plans. This emphasis ensures a dynamic rather than 
static consideration of sustainability factors, enabling focused engagement on how companies are transitioning 
their business model to a more sustainable footing. This sector specific approach and focus on governance 
and materiality provides essential information for investors to incorporate ESG information into their 
investment and stewardship processes and importantly, to be able to compare the long-term value of 
companies within sectors on a consistent basis. Work is underway to ensure that the metrics and indicators 
that support these disclosures are applicable in global markets.”

“We ask that companies measure and disclose their performance on 
material, industry-relevant ESG factors by leveraging the Sustainability 
Accounting Standards Board (SASB) standards and the Task Force on 
Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) framework to further 
standardize ESG-related reporting. While the SASB standards focus broadly 
on industry-relevant sustainability reporting, the TCFD framework calls for 
climate-specific disclosures across several reporting pillars (governance, 
strategy, risk, and metrics and targets). Both are useful to investors and 
informative to companies working to frame their ESG reporting.” 



Regulators in UK, Canada, Japan recognize value of TCFD and SASB 

“In order to meet the ambition of UK stakeholders to improve the quantity and quality of climate-related and wider 
environmental, social and governance reporting, we believe some of the existing frameworks can act as steps in supporting 
the market to move more quickly to meet the information needs of investors and other capital providers. The FRC therefore 
encourages UK public interest entities voluntarily to report against the Task Force on Climate-related Financial 
Disclosures’ (TCFD) 11 recommended disclosures and, with reference to their sector, using the Sustainability 
Accounting Standards Board (SASB) metrics. We encourage companies to reporting on these areas within their next 
reporting cycle, where possible, and disclosure should be considered in the context of the existing strategic reporting 
framework in the UK.”

2 DECEMBER, 2020

Taiwan (Proposed)
§ Regulator: Taiwan’s Financial Supervisory 

Commission 
§ Scope of companies: Listed companies
§ Sustainability factors: ESG disclosure based on 

“Corporate Governance Roadmap 3.0” 
§ Standards?: Calls for use of SASB and TCFD in 

meeting requirements

In final stage of consultation

Source: https://www.frc.org.uk/getattachment/6d8c6574-e07f-41a9-b5bb-d3fea57a3ab9/Reporting-FINAL.pdf

Canada (Proposed)
§ Regulator: Ontario Securities Commission
§ Scope of Companies: TSX issuers
§ Sustainability Factors: Material ESG information
§ Standards?: Use of SASB Standards and/or 

TCFD Recommendations

Consultation underway

Japan
§ Regulator: Ministry of Environment, Trade, and 

Industry
§ Scope of Companies: All companies
§ Sustainability Factors: Climate-risk disclosure 

based on Guidance for Climate-related Financial 
Disclosures (TCFD Guidance)

§ Use of TCFD Recommendations; guidance notes 
that SASB tools can support implementation. 

UK Financial Reporting Council (FRC) encourages UK public 
interest entities to voluntarily report using the TCFD 
Recommendations and SASB Standards:

SASB-related Regulatory Highlights in Canada, Japan, and Taiwan 
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SASB Investor Advisory Group & Alliance Equity Ownership
Total shareholdings in select indices*

17 © SASB

*Mean shareholding by group members in free float of all securities in the index

Source: IHS Markit, September 2020 

SASB IAG SASB Alliance

S&P Global 1200 24% 29%
S&P 500 36% 42%
S&P Europe 350 19% 22%
S&P/TSX 60 22% 27%
S&P Asia 50 16% 19%
S&P Latin America 40 13% 16%
S&P/TOPIX 150 12% 14%
S&P/ASX All Australian 50 15% 16%
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• 50+ current Investor Advisory Group (IAG) members 

$41+ trillion in assets under management 

• Representing 12 countries; 41% domiciled outside the U.S. 

• Engage with companies individually and jointly, asking companies to 
use SASB Standards at the core of investor-focused communications

• Provided significant market feedback to SASB relative to our strategy

Who is SASB’s Investor Advisory Group?
50+ global asset owners and asset managers calling for standardized ESG disclosure 
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Australia
Canada
Denmark
Finland

France
Germany
Japan
Netherlands

Norway
Singapore
United Kingdom
United States
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IAG Working Groups
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Europe/UKAPAC

Messaging

Exchanges Data Provider
Engagement

IAG 
Working 
Groups 

Corporate 
Engagement
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Use of SASB Standards across Markets



Updated November 2020

United States
32%

Canada
6%

Latin America & 
the Caribbean
4%

Asia Pacific
25%

Europe
29%

Middle East 
& Africa
3%

STANDARDS  
DOWNLOADS
by

630,000+
43,000+
USERS
in

170+
COUNTRIES

sasb.org/global-use/

Global Interest
SASB standards are drawing interest across global capital markets
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Standalone 
SASB Report Regulatory Filing Integrated Report

Data Table

Reporting Channels
SASB-reporting companies use a variety of different channels and formats
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sasb.org/company-use/sasb-reporters/

SASB Index
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Fostering Uptake of SASB Standards in APAC



Internationalization: Published Guidance in French, German, Japanese, Spanish
Translated standards forthcoming in Q1 2021
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Translations in simplified and traditional Mandarin are forthcoming in 2021.



SASB by the Numbers
Global Use of and Support for SASB Standards

* Since 2018 
Updated October 2020

>50%

41%

41%

52%

~40%

SASB Investor Advisory Group members 
domiciled outside the USA

Organizations licensing SASB standards
domiciled outside the USA

SASB Standards Advisory Group members 
domiciled outside the USA
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companies referencing SASB in their 
communications domiciled outside the USA*

SASB reporters are domiciled 
outside the USA*
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Value Reporting Foundation
Next Steps and other details
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• Janine Guillot will be CEO of the 
Value Reporting Foundation (VRF).

• VRF will be headquartered in SF 
and London. 

• Target closing merger by mid-2021.  
• VFR intends to work with IFRS, 

IOSCO etc to work toward a 
comprehensive corporate reporting 
system. 

What’s new What is not changing
• There will be no change to: 

• SASB’s remit
• SASB Standards or governance 

of SASB’s standards-setting 
process

• The role of the IAG or other 
advisory groups 

• Collaboration between members of 
the “Group of 5” is ongoing. 

Next Steps



The IIRC and SASB merger provides the opportunity to more closely align 
<IR>’s principles based framework and SASB’s detailed standards

6 CAPITALS

Containing 400+ Industry-Specific* Disclosure Topics and related metrics

26 GENERAL SUSTAINABILITY ISSUES
5 SASB SUSTAINABILITY DIMENSIONS
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